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VOLUMETRIC WEAVES (VW)

VOLumetrIc weaVes – new fields of application thanks to a high volume porosity
 
Volumetric weave is an enhancement of what is considered
„two-dimensional“ wire mesh into the third dimension.
 
Volumetric weave as an emergency filter for exhaust gas regulation (egr) 
The special weaving technology enables up to 70% more volume porosity compared to 
a conventional woven filter media using the same wire diameter. At the same time the 
filtration efficiency of particles is significantly higher. Because of the varying openings 
inside the Volumetric mesh and because the pores are not symmetrically arranged, 
we achieve a greater pore size distribution, significantly increasing the filtration 
efficiency.  This can be individually tailored to a particular application. Due to the 
pressure loss decrease of up to 60% and defined degrees of separation, tremendous 
advances arise in applications such as the filtration of hot gasses and liquids.
 
metal woven wire mesh as a heat exchanger
The innovative weaving technology of GKD allows the fabrication of meshes with an 
extremely high volume porosity of up to 90%. This characteristic enables a substantial 
process enhancement for applications where woven wire meshes serve as heat exchangers.
 
Volumetric weave as a drainage mesh
The same optimization potential arises for the fabrication of filter media 
where the Volumetric mesh serves as a drainage mesh.
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